MAIN EVENTS

8 Keeping Football Fields in Top Condition Through Fall Play

Few sports turf managers can expect to end the football season with their fields in the "near-perfect" condition of the first game. As STMA president Mike Schiller shows, however, there are steps managers can take throughout the playing season to keep fields in the best shape possible.

14 Improving Turfgrass Health with a Low-Salt Diet

Soil salts should be regularly monitored and flushed from the rootzone before they reach levels that can stress your turfgrass. Dr. Larry J. Stowell tells you how to do it — quickly and cheaply!

24 Fine-Tuning the Budget for 1998

The budget you submit for the coming year is your game plan for the maintenance practices that follow. If you take the time now to fine-tune your budget for 1998, and heed some guidelines supplied by Steve and Suz Trusty, your time investment will pay major dividends.
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